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Professionally selected securities

Flexibility for tax management

Attractive cost structure
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Key features of an SMA

Transparency 
Unlike a mutual fund or an exchange-traded  
fund, an SMA does not commingle assets of  
many investors. Each individual owns securities  
in a separate account. 

Tax advantages
SMAs allow individuals to buy and sell securities 
in ways that are favorable to their personal tax 
situation. Account owners, working with their financial 
representatives, can sell securities to harvest losses  
and offset capital gains elsewhere in their portfolio.  
This is not possible with a mutual fund. 

Align with ESG or sustainability
Aside from the tax advantages, an SMA also allows 
investors to align portfolios more closely with  
their values. They can screen out securities that do  
not conform with their interests in environmental,  
social, governance (ESG), or sustainability issues.

Attractive fees
While an account owner pays fees to the asset manager 
for research and security selection services, the 
expense structure of an SMA is generally lower than 
that of a mutual fund. Trading is handled by a financial 
representative, who can manage these costs for a 
client’s needs. 

Separately Managed Accounts

A separately managed account (SMA) is a portfolio of assets, such as stocks and bonds, managed by a professional 
investment firm and owned by an individual investor. SMAs offer customization and tax advantages as well as an 
attractive fee level, and might be the right choice for many investors.
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Choosing an SMA
Finding a suitable SMA means looking for a quality investment manager with suitable strategies and determining  
whether an SMA is the right vehicle. Below is a checklist to help with such decisions.

Checklist for considering an SMA

QUESTION ANSWER YES ANSWER NO

Does the client have at least  
$100,000 to invest?

An SMA might be the right choice. A mutual fund, ETF, or model portfolio  
might be a better choice.

Does the client have a special 
 investment risk, such as a large  
amount of company stock?

An SMA would allow many ways to  
diversify investment risks through  
customized portfolio positioning.

A mutual fund or an ETF could be  
used to diversify investment risk, but  
allows no personalized control.

Does the client have special  
tax considerations?

An SMA allows the financial  
representative to make buying  
and selling decisions based on  
a client’s tax situation.

A mutual fund is less desirable,  
as it distributes capital gains to all  
shareholders equally based on  
portfolio manager’s decisions.

Does the client want to own  
securities that better reflect  
their values?

SMAs are available with ESG or  
sustainable strategies. Also, an SMA  
allows the financial representative to 
make buying and selling decisions that 
are better aligned with the client’s values.

An ESG, a sustainable mutual fund,  
or an ETF can also be aligned with  
an investor’s values, but they do not 
allow the investor to screen out  
specific securities.

When it makes sense to consider an SMA

Larger investment amounts
It is generally easier to implement an SMA with larger 
account sizes. Most equity SMAs have more than 40 
holdings, and fixed income SMAs can also be large.

Special tax situations
Some investors have complicated tax situations or an 
aversion to paying taxes. With an SMA, their financial 
representatives can help them manage capital gains 
and losses  and make a portfolio more tax efficient.

Values-based investing
With the growing popularity of ESG and sustainable 
strategies, many investors want to seek investments  
that may better align with their values and priorities.  
An SMA allows greater control of portfolio holdings, 
while still benefiting from the research and security 
selection of an investment manager.
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No assurance can be given that the investment objective will be achieved 
or that an investor will receive a return of all or part of his or her initial 
investment. Actual results could be materially different from the stated 
goals. Investors should carefully consider the risks involved before 
deciding to invest. As with any investment, there is a potential for profit  
as well as the possibility of loss. 

This material is prepared for use by investment professionals and 
is provided for limited purposes. By receiving and reviewing this 
material, the recipient acknowledges the following: This material 
is a general communication being provided for informational 
and educational purposes only. It is not designed to be a 
recommendation of any specific investment product, strategy, or 
decision, and is not intended to suggest taking or refraining from 
any course of action. The material was not prepared, and is not 
intended, to address the needs, circumstances, and objectives 
of any specific institution, plan, or individual(s). Putnam is not 
providing advice in a fiduciary capacity under applicable law in 
providing this material, which should not be viewed as impartial, 
because it is provided as part of the general marketing and 
advertising activities of Putnam, which earns fees when clients 
select its products and services. The views and strategies described 
herein may not be suitable for all investors. Prior to making any 
investment or financial decisions, any recipients of this material 
should seek individualized advice from their personal financial, 
legal, tax, and other professional advisors that takes into account 
all of the particular facts and circumstances of their situation. 
Unless otherwise noted, Putnam is the source of all data. Putnam 
Investments cannot guarantee the accuracy or completeness of 
any statements or data contained in the material. Information and 
data contained in this material are subject to change. Actual results 
could differ materially from those anticipated. All investments 
involve risk, and investment recommendations will not always be 
profitable. Putnam Investments does not guarantee any minimum 
level of investment performance or the success of any investment 
strategy. Investing entails risks, including possible loss of principal. 
Past performance is no guarantee of future results.

Model-based managed accounts programs: Putnam Investments 
and its affiliates, which include The Putnam Advisory Company, 
LLC and Putnam Investment Management, LLC (“Putnam”), is 
limited to providing non-discretionary investment management 
services through Separately Managed Account (SMA) and Unified 
Managed Account (UMA) programs or other third-party platforms 
(collectively, the “Financial Intermediary”), where Putnam generally 
provides ongoing investment recommendations through one or 
more “model” portfolios, and the Financial Intermediary, rather 
than Putnam, makes investment decisions and executes trades 
on behalf of its underlying clients. The Financial Intermediary 
decides in its discretion whether to make any changes to the 
model that Putnam recommends, and is also solely responsible 
for determining the suitability of the strategy and investments for 
each client that participates. This information is not personalized 
investment advice or an investment recommendation by 
Putnam, and is intended for use only by a Financial Intermediary 
in connection with its management of its own clients’ accounts. 
Putnam does not have investment discretion over, or place 
trade orders for, any portfolio or account derived from this 
information. Performance of any portfolio or account derived 
from this information may vary materially from the performance 
shown herein. There is no guarantee that any investment strategy 
illustrated will be successful or achieve any particular level of 
results. Information and other marketing materials created by 
Putnam concerning a model portfolio strategy — including 
holdings, performance and other characteristics — may not be 
indicative of a client’s actual experience from an account managed 
in accordance with the strategy. This material has been created 
by Putnam and the information included herein has not been 
verified by a Financial Intermediary and may materially differ from 
information provided by a Financial Intermediary. Putnam is not 
responsible for overseeing the provision of services by a Financial 
Intermediary and cannot assure the quality of its services.

This presentation or any portion hereof may not be reprinted, sold, 
or redistributed in whole or in part without the express written 
consent of Putnam Investments. The information provided relates 
to Putnam Investments and its affiliates, which include The Putnam 
Advisory Company, LLC and Putnam Investment Management LLC.
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Customizable portfolios for individuals





· Professionally selected securities


· Flexibility for tax management
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Separately Managed Accounts


Professional security selection combined with flexibility to customize for individual needs.





A separately managed account (SMA) is a portfolio of assets, such as stocks and bonds, managed by a professional investment firm and owned by an individual investor. SMAs offer customization and tax advantages as well as an attractive fee level, and might be the right choice for many investors.








Key features of an SMA


 


Customization potential


Unlike a mutual fund or an exchange-traded fund, an SMA does not commingle assets of many investors. Each individual owns securities in a separate account and can make buying and selling decisions based on their personal financial interests.


 


Tax advantages


SMAs allow individuals to buy and sell securities in ways that are favorable to their personal tax situation. Account owners, working with their financial representatives, can sell securities to harvest losses and offset capital gains elsewhere in their portfolio. This is not possible with a mutual fund. 


 


Align with ESG or sustainability


Aside from the tax advantages, an SMA also allows investors to align portfolios more closely with their values. They can screen out securities that do not conform with their interests in environmental, social, governance (ESG), or sustainability issues.





Attractive fees


While an account owner pays fees to the asset manager for research and security selection services, the expense structure of an SMA is generally lower than that of a mutual fund. Trading is handled by a financial representative, who can manage these costs for a client’s needs. 
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When it makes sense to consider an SMA


 


Larger investment amounts


It is generally easier to implement an SMA with larger account sizes. Most equity SMAs have more than 40 holdings, and fixed income SMAs can also be large.


 


Special tax situations


Some investors have complicated tax situations or an aversion to paying taxes. With an SMA, their financial representatives can help them manage capital gains and losses  and make a portfolio more tax efficient.


 


Values-based investing


With the growing popularity of ESG and sustainable strategies, many investors want to make sure their investments align with their values and priorities. An SMA allows greater control of portfolio holdings, while still benefiting from the research and security selection of an investment manager.








Choosing an SMA


 


Finding a suitable SMA means looking for a quality investment manager with suitable strategies and determining whether an SMA is the right vehicle. Below is a checklist to help with such decisions.





			Question


			Yes


			No





			Does the client have at least $50,000 to invest?


			An SMA might be the right choice.


			A mutual fund or model portfolio might be a better choice.





			Does the client have a special investment risk, such as a large amount of company stock.


			An SMA would allow many ways to diversify investment risks through customized portfolio positioning.


			A mutual fund could be used to diversify investment risk, but allows no personalized control.





			Does the client have special tax considerations?


			An SMA allows the financial representative to make buying and selling decisions based on a client’s tax situation.


			A mutual fund is less desirable, as it distributes capital gains to all shareholders equally based on portfolio manager’s decisions.





			Does the client want to own securities that better reflect their values?


			SMAs are available with ESG or sustainable strategies. Also, an SMA allows the financial representative to make buying and selling decisions aligned with the client’s values.


			An ESG or sustainable fund can also be aligned with an investor’s values, but does not allow investor to screen out specific securities.
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Separately Managed Accounts


Professional security selection combined with flexibility to customize for individual needs





A separately managed account (SMA) is a portfolio of assets, such as stocks and bonds, managed by a professional investment firm and owned by an individual investor. SMAs offer customization and tax advantages as well as an attractive fee level, and might be the right choice for many investors.


			Question			Yes			No


			Does the client have at least $50,000 to invest?			An SMA might be the right choice.			A mutual fund or model portfolio might be a better choice.


			Does the client have a special investment risk, such as a large amount of company stock.			An SMA would allow many ways to diversify investment risks through customized portfolio positioning.			A mutual fund could be used to diversify investment risk, but allows no personalized control.


			Does the client have special tax considerations?			An SMA allows the financial representative to make buying and selling decisions based on a client’s tax situation.			A mutual fund is less desirable, as it distributes capital gains to all shareholders equally based on portfolio manager’s decisions.


			Does the client want to own securities that better reflect their values?			SMAs are available with ESG or sustainable strategies. Also, an SMA allows the financial representative to make buying and selling decisions aligned with the client’s values.			An ESG or sustainable fund can also be aligned with an investor’s values, but does not allow investor to screen out specific securities.





Key features of an SMA


 


Customization potential


Unlike a mutual fund or an exchange-traded fund, an SMA does not commingle assets of many investors. Each individual owns securities in a separate account and can make buying and selling decisions based on their personal financial interests.


 


Tax advantages


SMAs allow individuals to buy and sell securities in ways that are favorable to their personal tax situation. Account owners, working with their financial representatives, can sell securities to harvest losses and offset capital gains elsewhere in their portfolio. This is not possible with a mutual fund.  


 


Align with ESG or sustainability


Aside from the tax advantages, an SMA also allows investors to align portfolios more closely with their values. They can screen out securities that do not conform with their interests in environmental, social, governance (ESG), or sustainability issues.





Attractive fees


While an account owner pays fees to the asset manager for research and security selection services, the expense structure of an SMA is generally lower than that of a mutual fund. Trading is handled by a financial representative, who can manage these costs for a client’s needs.





 


When it makes sense to consider an SMA


 


Larger investment amounts


It is generally easier to implement an SMA with larger account sizes. Most equity SMAs have more than 40 holdings, and fixed income SMAs can also be large.


 


Special tax situations


Some investors have complicated tax situations or an aversion to paying taxes. With an SMA, their financial representatives can help them manage capital gains and losses  and make a portfolio more tax efficient.


 


Values-based investing


With the growing popularity of ESG and sustainable strategies, many investors want to make sure their investments align with their values and priorities. An SMA allows greater control of portfolio holdings, while still benefiting from the research and security selection of an investment manager.


Choosing an SMA


 


Finding a suitable SMA means looking for a quality investment manager with suitable strategies and determining whether an SMA is the right vehicle. Below are questions to help with such decisions.























